This innovative design reduces
the complexity of the selection
process while lowering my end
costs. With HDOT Cx, I don’t have
to buy a new PDU each time my
outlet requirements change.

Highest Density plus Ultimate Flexibility
Build Limitless Possibilities into Your Data Center
with One Standard PDU, the Advanced HDOT Cx
Combines two outlets into one
Most outlets per form factor
Easy load balancing with alternating phase technology
Future ready for equipment updates
Available in Smart, Switched, and POPS
Custom configurations available
Most ship in 10 days

servertech.com
The Best PDU Just Got Better with the New HDOT Cx
Server Technology’s award winning High Density Outlet Technology (HDOT)
has been improved with our Cx outlet. The HDOT Cx welcomes change
as data center equipment is replaced. The Cx
outlet is a UL tested hybrid of the C13
and C19 outlets. HDOT Cx accommodates
both C20 and C14 plugs. This innovative
design reduces the complexity of the selection
process while lowering end costs. With HDOT Cx, you
won’t have to buy a new set of PDUs when equipment changes.

HDOT Cx, Highest Density plus Ultimate Flexibility
Server Technology's original HDOT is our most popular PDU solution.
HDOT PDU’s can be found in the most demanding data centers

worldwide ranging from small technology startups to Fortune 100

powerhouses. With the addition of the Cx outlet customers can now
have a PDU that provides the best density in the market and the

ultimate flexibility for future equipment updates. Server Technology
customers rank us as providing the highest quality PDU's, the best

Build your HDOT Cx PDU
in four easy steps at
byopdu.servertech.com
1 Choose Your Type
2 Pick Your Power Options
3 Select Plugs & Outlets
4 Download Datasheet & RFQ

customer support, and most valuable innovation.
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